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‘Every experience, no matter how bad it seems, holds within it a blessing 
of some kind, the goal is to find it.”

- Buddha
A warm welcome to this fresh edition! We are glad to present this 

edition which is unique in its own way. We have lined up interesting 
information in this edition which shall help you to develop your 

professional front.  This issue will also test you and hone your knowledge 
of India in the independence day special quiz for you all inside. We await 

your feedback and inputs through articles, just drop us an email at 
corporatehr@eiul.in.

Thank you all the readers. We wish you enjoy reading. Without you 
readers and writers, this magazine would not exist. So keep reading and 

keep writing. Keep smiling.

B. K. Swain
Head - HR

http://www.eiul.in/
mailto:corporatehr@eiul.in


Conviction – The most critical constituent of 
team dynamics.

"Teamwork is the ability to work together toward a common vision including 

the ability to direct individual accomplishments toward organizational 

objectives. It is the fuel that allows common people to attain uncommon 

results."

Team dynamics are created by the nature of the
team's work, the personalities within the team,
their working relationships with other people,
and the environment in which the team works.
A team with a positive dynamic is easy to spot.
Team members

trust one another, they work towards a collective decision, and they hold
one another accountable for making things happen.

Because of the global pandemic, many
of us are now working from home so
that we can maintain social distance.
The pandemic has also caused massive
disruption. We have dealt with loved
ones getting sick and dying. But those
hard facts put down on paper do not
tell the whole story, and that is
because the less tangible, more human

consequences of remote working are easily overlooked. Businesses are
made up of people after all, and how those people feel and interact with
each other is a vital part of how businesses operate smoothly and are able
to grow. The pandemic year has changed the rules of the game forever. It
has changed the way we will be working in 2021 and beyond. It has changed
TEAM DYNAMICS.

Can I trust you? Can you trust me? What does it even mean to trust
someone?



Trust inherently means risk, so why take that
risk? Why not do the project yourself so you
are not counting on anyone else? Well
because the big ambitions in life require
collaboration. We cannot do it all alone.
Trustworthiness in a team set-up is
evaluated on two primary criteria -
Competency and warmth.
If someone seems really warm, seems
friendly, but does not have a clue what he is
doing, we would be unlikely to trust him
with any responsibility. If someone lacks
warmth and competency, we feel disdain
and certainly no trust.
So now that you have a better
understanding of the nature of trust, be
patient with people who are slow to trust
you even though you are a genuinely
trustworthy person. They have no guarantee
of your future behavior, and they are taking
a risk on you. On those trust dimensions
warmth and competency. Learning to trust
and to be worthy of trust is one of life's most
challenging and rewarding tasks.

- Mr. B. K. Swain,
Head - HR



Almost everything we
do relates to
emotions, even at
work.
Did you laugh or smile
at work today? Were
you bored in your last
meeting? Upset or sad
about losing a
customer? Excited
about hitting a goal?

Managing Emotions At Work

These are all examples of the many emotional moments that occur in the
workplace each day. For some, emotions can take a toll on our day. Some
may disengage from their work and some may miss work
altogether. Researches and Studies have shown clear connections between
emotional culture and levels of engagement. Engagement impacts a wide
variety of important business outcomes — making a solid case for addressing
emotions at work.
Burying emotions hurts engagement, but so does being in a toxic
environment. Regardless of how well you handle your own emotions, you
can’t control the emotions of others. But it is important to learn how to
acknowledge them and respond appropriately. Unresolved issues can lead to
decreased productivity, damaged relationships, and lowered engagement.
Follow the tips shared in the link below, one can deal with emotions and
start building a stronger emotional culture at work

https://www.linkedin.com/learning/managing-your-emotions-at-work/why-
is-it-important-to-manage-your-emotions-at-work

Employees are only human, and humans are emotional creatures.
Addressing emotions is important for recognizing employees for who they
are and improving your emotional culture. Understanding and managing the
emotions of at work is only the first step. Use these tips to guide your
engagement efforts and bring humanity back to the workplace.



Do you wish to get an organic online 
reach faster?

At a time when organic reach is at a decline, you can still reach your full potential if 
you know the right ways to get your posts get seen. 

Generally, reach on social media refers to how many people saw your post. It is not 
the same thing as impressions, which is how many times a post was seen overall and 

counts multiple views from the same user.

Hence, we have some top Marketing Experts sharing their secrets upon how to get an 
online reach fast on social media platforms like LinkedIn. 

We are excited to bring to you a very insightful webinar going to get hosted by some 
great experts. They will share some easy tips and tricks. This webinar is absolutely 

free and needs no registration. 

Date – Aug 24th – 25th , 2021

To attend and know details further, click the link below:

https://www.linkedin.com/events/howtogetorganicreachin2021-
7top6782654888833777664/

https://www.linkedin.com/events/howtogetorganicreachin2021-7top6782654888833777664/






The Third Wave of Covid – 19 
Are we Prepared ?

With a gradual decline in Covid cases, the
country is fast recovering from the shock
induced by the second wave of coronavirus.
The dip may have come as a relief but it
has rung the alarm bells of a possible third
wave. Top scientists, doctors, ministers, and
government officials have already signaled
that the third wave can be more severe than
the current one and can majorly affect
children. Global experiences also suggest
that the intensity of the third wave can be
more dangerous but by ramping up our
efforts and improving our health
infrastructure in advance along with
vaccination, we can significantly reduce the
death counts as compared to current deaths
which are more than 1.7 lakh.

On a positive note, it is being firmly believed
that the 3rd wave is likely to be well handled
both by the government and other relevant
health authorities including hospitals and
healthcare workers as the devastating second
wave has taught many lessons and led to
ramping up of infrastructure including that for
Oxygen supplies. The fact that we were caught
unawares led to an aggressive gear up by all
concerned. A large part of the population has
suffered Covid and would have reasonable
immunity. With all 18+ soon getting free
vaccinations and the clinical trials for children
already underway we may well be prepared to
tackle the 3rd wave quite robustly. The people
at large need to continue to tightly maintain
Covid appropriate behavior. All this out together
should help vastly and see us through.



1.Wash your hands thoroughly with soap.
2.If you are going out, be sure to apply the mask and use a hand sanitizer.
3.Do not touch your face or mask frequently.
4.Make a distance of at least 2 yards from the infected.
5.When coughing, cover the mouth with a handkerchief.
6.If your health is already weak then stay home.
7.Do not smoke and stay away from other lung weakening activities.
8.Do not go out of the house without any necessary work.

The above-mentioned instructions should be followed strictly. To defeat
Corona, we have to protect ourselves according to the above precautions.
The government is making every effort to protect the general public from
Corona.

All information about
precautions needed to stay safe
from covid-19 third wave is
given below. The Health
Department has given some
instructions for prevention
from the third wave of Corona
which is as follows: –

By following the
proper
regulations and
taking all the
precautionary
measures, we can
be well on our
way to defeat the
pandemic with
the least loss on
our sides.



Welcome
EIUL

to the

family
Diptiman Roy
Assistant General Manager – International Business

Mr. Roy has joined us with an tremendous experience of 15.7
years in business development in Engineering, Procurement and
Construction sector. Before joining us he has worked with
companies like Indo Wings Pvt. Ltd., Sterling and Wilson Solar
Ltd., Angelique International Ltd. and Mohan Experts ( India)
Pvt. Ltd. Mr. Roy had pursued M.B.A. in International Business
Management from I. I. F. T. R., Indore.

R. Chandramohan
Sr. Vice President - Operations

Mr. Chandramohan comes with a huge experience of 35 years in
the industry. He has done Diploma in Civil Engineering and
pursued M. Tech in Irrigation and Water Resources. Before
joining us, Mr. Chandramohan was associated with L & T
Construction Division and Tahal Group.

Sachin Kumar Dwivedi
Manager - Tendering

Sachin has worked with companies like ZETWERK Manufacutring
Business Pvt. Ltd., Sterling & Wilson Pvt. Ltd., Angelique
International Ltd., Green Brilliance Energy Pvt. Ltd., Refex Energy
Ltd. and Urja Global Ltd. Academically, he pursued B. Tech in
Electronics and Communications Engineering from Shobhit
University, Meerut. He has brought with himself an experience of
more that 10 long years.



Independence Day Celebration

Independence Day 
is celebrated 

throughout the 
nation with great 

zeal and patriotism. 
At EIUL, like every 

year we were keen 
to infuse the vibe of 

devotion and love 
towards mother 

India. However, due 
to Covid 

precautions we 
kept it to minimal. 
Flags were hoisted 

at different 
locations to remind 
us that the dawn of 

a new beginning 
always happens 

after the dark 
times, Just how it 

did when we were 
freed from the long 
years of British rule. 

Here are some 
pictures shared for 

the sight of our 
readers.



Independence Day Celebration



‘The Know Man’ Corner

Mr. Darshan Dhiman

Head – Operations & Commercial

1. What are the most important values you

demonstrate as a leader?

Reinforcement / influence with Passion &

commitment

To bolster the confidence of the people,

positive reinforcement is a huge aspect of

improving employee motivation and

engagement. Not only that, but in lifting your

influence as a business leader, passion and

energy are so infectious that it drives and

uplifts the entire team
2. What is one decision you wish you didn’t make?

I do listen to my heart and live without regret. So, I learn rather than being

regretful.

3. Who is that one well-known leader (from any industry) who inspires you and

why?

Steve Jobs. For following his conviction persistently & undoubtedly.

4. What is your greatest strength?

God’s Grace

5. What is the most difficult part of being a leader?

As you grow, in your working, margin for errors become thinner. Many people

may be depending on your decision / action / reaction / response. This sense

of responsibility at time bring stress.

6. How do you ensure your organization and its activities are aligned with your

core values?

Regular discussion on same with my team & management. To be more

productive, look forward for challenging role for growth of ORGANISATION.



7. What is that one thing people tend to misunderstand about you / criticize
you upon as a professional?

Simplicity. Being simple is most difficult and complicated thing to do.

8. How did it feel to lead a team for the first time?

I always worked as a team member and grown in the role of leading the
team, as such never had a feeling like leader or something like that, I take it
as my responsibility and duty.

9. How have you gained commitment from your team?

By demonstrating & explaining the importance in

organization of their individual role & action

10. What excites you the most in life?

Happiness all around, in every one’s life.

11. How do you get others to accept your ideas?

Just by sharing the idea completely and fairly.

12. What sort of leader would your team say that you are?

Not sure about current team, but previously teams have expressed my
mentorship & guidance very positively and fondly.

13. How do you go about resolving conflict?

First Listen / Read / understand the conflict, then discuss / sharing situation /
take suggestions and then finally reaching to best solutions acceptable to all.

14. What leadership style do you use?

A tree grows thru its roots only. Accordingly Organizations grow by
strengthening the roots i.e Value & Discipline. I work keeping the discipline
and maintaining value of organization and encourage the team for the same.

15. A tip for life?

Motivation means action and action bring results. Sometimes your actions
fail to bring the results you want. So you prefer to be nice to yourself and not
put yourself in a difficult situation. You wait for the perfect timing, for an
opportunity, while you drive yourself into stagnation and sometimes even
into depression. Get out there, challenge yourself, do something that you
want to do even if you are afraid.



1. Bonfire such as this, happen during which popular festival in Punjab, which is believed to
welcome the sun to the northern hemisphere?

b. Holi

c. Vasant Panchami d. Guru Gobind Singh Jayanti

a. Lohri

2. This is the Virupaksha Temple at Pattadakal, built to commemorate the victory of Vikramaditya
II from which dynasty?

b. Ganga

c. Chalukya d. Hoysala

a. Chola

3. This UNESCO World Heritage Site in Bihar is primarily known as what?

b. A Fort

c. A Royal Garden d. A University

a. A Palace

4. Which Finance Minister is credited for the longest speech in history of budget presentation?

b. Yashwant Sinha

c. Arun Jaitley d. N. Sitharaman

a. Pranab Mukherjee

Explore India Quiz Contest

This year as we celebrate our nations Independence, tell us how much 
you know about your beloved India by answering these meek yet galvanic 

questions. The 3 most quickest and highest scorers shall come under 

highlight and win exciting prizes!  

Grab on your opportunity right away and send in your answers to us at 
corporatehr!eiul.in.



7. Which of these senior Mumbai police officials were martyred during Mumbai terror attack?

b. Hemant Karkare

c. Vijay Salaskar d. All of them

a. Ashok Kamte

8. What is this ritualistic dance that used to be performed at the temple of Lord Jagannatha by
devadasi dancers?

b. Mahari

c. Gotipura d. Chhau

a. Sattriya

9. The CSO of this company is the son of which influential parents from India?

b. Anil & Yasmen

c. Anai & Yasmin d. Anay & Yasmine

a. Azim & Yasmeen

10. You would see this symbol on the 10 rupee note now, but in the 1980s this was on the
reverse side of which note?

b. 5

c. 1 d. 2

a. 20

6. This is the state emblem of which Indian state?

b. Manipur

c. Mizoram d. Tripura

a. Sikkim

5. Which of these political activists is also an author and winner of prestigious Man Booker Prize
for fiction?

b. Rana Ayub

c. Arundhati Roy d. Taslima Nasreen

a. Aruna Roy



Let the coming year be one filled with joy and many reasons 
for you to celebrate! Wishing you many more happiest of 

Birthdays!

Birthdays of July 2021

Emp. Code Employee Name Designation

60000033 Dhananjay Upadhyay Manager

60000166 Vikash Kumar Deputy Manager

60000042 Narendra Kumar Executive

60000343 Rajiv Kumar Ojha Senior Engineer

60000432 Arun Kumar Pal Officer

60000115 Varun Kumar Maurya Deputy Manager

60000833 Prince Kumar Senior Engineer

60000882 Pankaj Bhatt Manager

60000682 Mohan Kumar Senior Supervisor

60000875 Mukul Sharma Senior Engineer

60000906 Jyotsna Sharma Front Office Executive

60000761 Jitendra Kumar Assistant Manager

60000801 Borugadda Miriya Surendra Babu President

60000677 Arvind Kumar Junior Engineer

60000227 Vipin Singh Negi Supervisor

60000625 Neeraj Kumar Singh Supervisor

60000126 Pushpendra Kumar Vice President

60000233 Md Sartaj Khan Supervisor

60000346 Rajendra Kumar Senior Engineer

60000560 Rahul Shringi Engineer

60000767 Kundan Kishor Engineer

60000869 Anand Jha Deputy Manager

60000737 Surender Kumar Deputy Manager

60000211 Narendra Singh Dikhat Accountant

60000483 Priyanshu Senior Engineer

60000503 Biplob Kumar Paul Assistant Manager

60000176 Rakesh Kumar Dhiman Assistant Manager

60000293 Nitish Kumar Singh Senior Engineer

60000449 Ashish Bhagoliwal Deputy Manager

60000667 Pallavi Gandotra Assistant Manager

60000901 Rahul Newaskar
HEAD - OPERATIONS 
(MANUFACTURING)

60000179 Mahesh Shah Senior Engineer

60000575 Rajni Kant Senior Manager

60000669 Chandan Kumar Deputy Manager

60000037 R K Shrivastava Senior Manager

60000271 Kameshwar Rao G. Deputy General Manager



Horoscope - September 2021
You will spend a significant part of your free time on matters related to the 

new, very important project that you are going to take care of. Do not pay 
attention to people who will try their best to do everything to thwart your 

plans. Aries

Taurus

Throughout September it will be difficult to tear yourself away from swinging 
in the clouds. Your life will be associated with dreams and fantasies. On the 

one hand, it's good, because you can effectively escape the noise and hustle 
and bustle of everyday life and get to know yourself better.

Pay attention to your finances. You are quite lavish. You will be accompanied 
by a carefree period and it will be harder than ever to control your 

expenses. Even so, you will have enough cunning in your life and you will 
use the winning streak in an excellent way, that you will provide yourself 

with an additional source of income.
Gemini

All you need now, the most you want, is to turn yourself off from everyday life 
and loneliness. You need time for reflection, reflection, to reflect on the sense 

of your existence and the goal you are aiming for in life. Trust your innate 
intuition and listen to your heart rather than entrust to what others say.Cancer

September will be marked by further laziness and romance. However, slowly 
start to deal with more mundane, everyday matters, especially those related 

to the family. And it will be up to you whether these changes will be 

beneficial or not.
Leo

When it comes to personal matters, it promises to be very interesting. From 
now on, relationships with others will be crucial for you. In dealing with 
other people, you can regain agreement and harmony. However, much 

depends on you, show more kindness and understanding, and you will see 
that how much you will come back to.

Virgo



September will be a breakthrough month for you, now you can make a bold 
step forward. Some of your closest friends will show you a lot of warmth 

and joy. Values such as success, recognition and love will accompany you at 
every step. A recently learned person with whom you have created a 

partnership will be very serious.Libra

You wait for a long time, until many issues you deal with in everyday life will 
finally become normalized. You are already fed up with all this bustle and 

overload of duties on your head. You feel fatigue not only physical but also 
psychological. Try to find at least a short moment to have it only for 

yourself.
Scorpio

A certain undertaking you have worked on will finally start to bring long-
awaited profits. However, before this happens, you still have to finish 

many things. In September, you'll be able to attract people who will be 
able to give you valuable tips and advice.

Sagittarius

Make sure that September is a month spent with your family. Get rid of 
anger and negative feelings. Provide both yourself and your loved ones 

with a pleasant and friendly atmosphere, so that all who are in Your 
company feel comfortable and at ease. In the first days of the month, get 

ready for trips.Capricon

In September you will be accompanied by dilemmas related to a 
different gender, which, fortunately, you should be able to solve. In this 
area, however, it will be necessary to resolutely attempt to understand 
the other's needs and honesty. Your inclination to analyze will come to 
the fore, hence you will often consider pros and cons of every decision 

you make.Aquarius

In September, you can worry about planning important, long-term 
projects without worries. You fix all matters so that it will be difficult to 
make even the smallest mistakes. Therefore, your success will be only a 

matter of time. Try to come to matters related to advertising in a 
completely new way.Pisces



C – 8, Sector – 3, Noida – 201301, U.P., India  Phone: +91 (0120) 4175700 E-mail: 
info@eiul.in, mktg@eiul.in 

We sincerely welcome suggestions from 
you on how to improvise and innovate the 
processes and bring in new initiatives to 
refine our people’s experience at EIUL. 

Write us at 
corporatehr@eiul.in 


